One Era of the McKenzie-Delis Review

To gather data, the McKenzie-Delis Foundation launched the McKenzie-Delis Review of Workplace Inclusion in the United States. This diagnostic survey will help organizations identify the inclusion gaps in their workforces.

Learn more about how to complete the McKenzie-Delis Review here.

Upcoming Holidays

While our minds might be on the plans for the winter season and the next steps toward next spring, the McKenzie-Delis Foundation (MDF) is always looking forward. Join us this winter and spring for our events and offerings that will advance religious diversity and inclusion in the workplace.

See You at the Summit

Save the date! Tanenbaum’s 6th Annual Religious Leadership Summit (the Summit) will again be held online from April 5-7, 2022. Join Tanenbaum! See below for upcoming events from Tanenbaum.

Upcoming Tanenbaum Events

Tanenbaum would like to welcome its newest Members:

One Decade of the McKenzie-Delis Foundation Membership Program


Welcome to our newest Members!
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